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ARCHONIAN CLUB MAKES
A. AND T. WELCOMES FINE
INITIAL SHOWING
NEW YEAR WITH
HIGH ANTICIPATION
Great Things Have Been Accomplished in Both Academic Work and Sports.
OFFICIALS ARE PLEASED
With Renaissance in Enrollment
Come Renaissance in Other
Phases of Institution.

Has

With the coming of the new year, A.
& T. will be listed among the most fortunate individuals and institutions who
can look about them and find many
things for which to be thankful. The
year 1934 has been a very hard one
for the college; however, notable
achievements have been made in many
fields.

The Archonian Club, the pledge
club to the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
gave a Christmas program in
chapel
December
10.
"Silent
Night, Holy Night," was the opening
song and was followed by an appropriate Scripture readings by
Nannie McLean. Christmas papers
were read by Esther Baker and
Rachael Greene. The audience was
favored with a, vocal solo, "Out of
the Dusk," by Buth MeConnell, and
Evelyn Jennings rendered an instrumental selection, "Fifth Nocturne," by Leybach.

Rachel Greene, president of the
club, ended the program by making a few remarks. The whole
program was well worked up and
well presented.
Another recent program was
t h a t of the junior class, with Minnie D. Brown acting as chairman.
The program was given in the
form of a class meeting. The
president made a few remarks, and
Louise Gunn and Thelma Cunning-hs.71 J"?sd&r^d^musical solos. Paul
Wise and A. W. Jones •rave-- T ead-

With the largest college
freshman
class in the history of the. institution
.'iiid one ot the largest senior classes,
prospects look good from both ends.
Several recent graduates are doing
•»
ings, all of which were very well
graduate work and are reported as doing
received.
fine. Among these may be' listed Mrs.
-•-.
P. Jewell, '32, who is studying at Cornell; Frederick A. Price, Jr., at Iowa
State College, and Burnwell B. Banks,
jSit Atlanta University.
Reviewing our year's work, we find
ourselves entering the first state colored dramatic contest held here in
Greensboro, winning much praise. Our Famous Cantata is Artistically
Rendered Before Large and
debaters won the annual triangular debate, thus keeping the coveted trophy
Appreciative Audience.
cup for a year. The judging team won
first place in the annual interstate
ETHYL WISE IS DIRECTOR
judging contest. The Choral Club made
extensive trips thrroughout the state. In
The famous cantata, "The
Christ
athletes we had outstanding basketball
team and the best football team since Child," by Hanley, was artistically ren1927, lossing only one game and win- dered by the Choral Club before a caning seven straight ones.
pacity audience Sunday, December 9.
We welcome the new year confidently,
The beautiful choral effects and solo
for n n believe it has ?r. store many
work
brought out by the director, and
more suscesses for ris.
the sympathetic responses of pianist,
club and soloists, was a source of Yuletide inspiration and reverence to the
listeners. <r'i" Cantata, lasting an hour,
was at.ly supported by exe* -ent rendiAlumni Head Wishes All Chapters of tions of the follc-,-,liig soloists: Elreta
Meltoi% soprano; Gertrude Matthew3,
His Organization to Get
contralto; Phainlever Pearson, t e n o r ;
Together.
Mr. Bernard Lee Mason, baritone, and
CALLS FOR CO-OPERATION OF ALL Chester Harris, basso. These renditions were of a high order and merit
F. A. Williams, popular
vocational special comment.
I t is rumored that excerpts from this
teacher at Henderson Institute, and
work will be broadcast over radio Depresident of the Natonal Alumni Assocember 17.
ciation of A. and dT- College, in a spe• »»
cial message to the alumni, former students, faculty and friends of the college, sounds a cheerful note of co-operation, and boldly calls on alumnae and
Lists Six Stages of the Disease: Laziformer students everywhere for a betness, Lost Appetite, Coughing, Lost
ter demonstration of that old A. and T.
Wejight, Fever, Hemorrhage.
spirit.
Dr. S. B. Sebastian, a very eminent
In carrying out the old A. and T.
spirit, he wishes all to co-operate with physician of the city, made an interduring
h'Ti :r.--carrying out the following pro- r i n g talk on tuberculosis
chapel hour. He outlined the
gram :
six
1. Create a student loan fund (jun- stages of the disease.
iors and seniors).
In the beginning, he stated, one feels
2. Organize' alumni chapters in places very lazy and sluggish, and has no
where five, or more graduates or former energy to do anything. Soon the appetite becomes poor, one does not desire
students of A. and T. are located.
3. Organize summer chapters of A. to eat—this is the second stage of tuberculosis. When the individual posand T. alumni.
4. Sponsor an all A. and T. vocational sesses a cough and, is continually catching cold, he is then in the third stage.
guidance program in the state.
5. Alumni and chapters give scholar- With a poor appetite and a bad cough,
ship and character building prizes in the loss of weight and a fever are
next. The normal temperature is 98.6,
schools or communities where located.
6. Givt an alumni athletic scholarship but the tubercular victim has a temperature of 97 or below in the morning
trophy at A. and T.
7. Help A. and T. sponsor an essay and 100 or 102 at night, which causes
contest
throughout
the
secondary night sweats. The last and final stage
is the hemorrhage, when the individual
schools in North Carolina.
8. Alumni meetings on Home-Coming spits blood or as a lung hemorrhage.

CHORAL CLUB GIVES
HE CHRIST CHILD'

umiiAMSC!VF$

GRAM FOR THE YEAR

DR. S. B. SEBASTIAN
TALKS ON TUBERCULOSIS

Day.
9. P u t A. and T. publicity programs
in newspapers.
10. Help book dates for band and
choral groups.
11. Each member pay alumni fee.
12. Hold annual alumni dance.
The Register endorses this splendid
program and lends its voice and urges
quick and definite action on the part of
all. Some such program should have
been undertaken long ago, and we are
sure the alumni, after having read this
program, will be glad to co-operate.

«+»
Grads Visit Campus
Misses Ilortense and Drewella Galloway and Martha White, l a s t year
luates, were visitors in t h e dorm
|Sig-

Dr. Sebastian stated that this disease
could be found in any part of the body,
e. g., heart, lungs, liver, bones, stom-|
ach, etc.
The cure for tuberculosis, which
should be started at a very early stage,
is merely hygiene in good wholesome
food, fresh air, fresh water, plenty of
organic lime, which can be obtained
from eggs and milk, and cod liver oil
which contains the vitamins A, B and D.
This program was given under the
auspices of the health committee. Several other programs will be presented
during the chapel hour.
•+*
Burlington Teachers Visit Campus
"Misses Mary Dorsey and Mildred
Sessoin were visitors on t h e campus
d u r i r g the holidays. They are teachBurlington.

Baugham and Poole
Win Cash Prizes
G. C. Baugham was surprised to
learn recently from President Bluford in a chapel announcement
that he had won the prize of $10 for
having influenced the greatest number- of students to enter A. and T.
College this year. J. M| Poole won
$5 for having influenced the next
highest number. These prizes were
awarded by President Bluford.

GREAT TRIBUTE IS
PAID DR. DUDLEY
ON FOUNDERS' DAY
Noted Educator Makes Stirring Address Before Large
and Appreciative Audience.
MISS BURROUGHS SPEAKS
S.be S t r a n d t ! » Three Aims of Democracy, Namely, Unity, Work, and
the Right to Learn.
Speaking at the Founders' Day exercises held in the Dudley Memorial auditorium at A. and T. College on November 2, Miss Nannie Burroughs, president of the National Training School,
Washington, D. C , paid tribute to Dr.
James B. Dudley, founder of the institution, and urged A. and T. College
and President F. D. Bluford to carry
on the ( work so nobly begun by the
founders.
The subject of the eminent educator
was, "The Thre Aims of Democracy."
In opening her talk, she stated that
"nowhere in the world isi there as much
attention paid to and attempts made

5c PER COPY

WILLIAMS VISITS
CATERINA JARBORO, MISS
Y. W. C A. AT A. AND T. A. AND T. FEATURES
STAR OF 'AIDA; IS
IN RADIO PROGRAM 5
HEARD IN RECITAL
AT LOCAL STATION
»•

—•

Has Won Great Fame as National and International
Artist of Rare Ability.
STAGE TECHNIQUE GOOD
Miss Jarboro is a Native North Carolinian and She Paid High Tribute
to Her State and People.
A large and interested audience was
thrilled Wednesday evening, November
14, when Caterina Jarboro, star of
Verdi's opera, "Aida," gave a recital in
Murphy Hall.
She made her first appearance in
opera in America in New York, 1933.
Prior to this she had appeared at the
Puccini theatre in Milan.
Caterina Jarboro is a native of North
Carolina. She stated that she was not
an artist but a human being who rejoiced in the opportunity (o seTf'e'youtn
and otkei citizens of her home state.
The artist sang five groups, the last
being two arias from "Aida," "Citorna
Vncitor" and the final song as she dies
in the tomb with her lover.
She at once gained the attention of
her audience, singing "Homing." Then
she sang "Fiocca La Neva," by Cimara;
"Al Terminedet, Volo by Campinano,"
and "Dio Pietaso," by Alfano.
Her
Italian accent was remarkable. The
second group included "Penssee d'Automne," by Massenet; "Chanson Triste,"
by Du P a r e ; "Petites Roses," by Casek,
and "Man Pays," by Gretchaninow.
After the intermission
she
sang
"Lover O' Mine," by Cowles; "Hunger,"
by Layton; "Entreaty," by Diton, her
accompanist. She dedicated -. this number Lo the wife of her accompanist.
She dedicated one number each to
North Carolina, and to A. and T. College
j student body. To. Miss Viola Chaplain
the dean of women, she dedicated "Star
of Hope."
She sang many encores, including
"Until," "Ave Maria," "Scandalize My
Name."
Her stage techniqee placed her in a
class far above the rank of soprano
soloists. Her impersonation was excell e n t acting talent and

Miss Frances Williams, National
Secretary on Race Relations, addressed the Y. W. C. A. at A. & T.
College Friday morning, November
30. Her subject was based on The
Negroes' Attitude Toward Race Relations. The Y. W. C. A. greatly
enjoyed the address, and plan to
carry out many of the interesting
ideas that Miss Williams suggested
in their year's program.

»+ >

EVA JESSYE CHOIR
TO SING AT A. AND T.
Group is Being Presented by
Local Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority.
PERSONALLY

»

...

Series of Programs to Be P r e sented Over WBIG Monday
Nights From 8:15 to 8:i5.
PROGRESS

IS

STRESSED

Representatives From WBIG Ask A.
and T. to Broadcast
Weekly.

I

On Monday night, December 26, ajj
8:15 o'clock, the Choral C l ^ ^ r c l
the first in a series ol broadcast.'
the
Dudley
Memorial
audi
through radio s*'rtion WBIG, tin

DIRECTED

The Eva Jessye Choir of New York,
internationally known through national
broadcasts, will appear at A(<& T. Col;
lege on Thursday, December i'o, in the
Dudley Memorial Auditorium.
This talented young woman will personally direct her choir, which has made
itself famous for its interpretation of
Negro spirituals, its unbroken harmony
and its sincerity of expression. According to the New York World-Telegram, "The Eva Jessye Choir is the
best exponent of the spiritual on the
air or anywhere else."

•NIORS SPONSOR FAIR
AT M l ZION SCHOOL
Patrons ni
Strong

PROF. CURTIS IS MAIN

)ut 400

SPEAKER

g this matter a
definitely de"grams would cuu_ ^ ^ ly on Monday
night
from 8:15 to 8:45 from the• Auditorium,
and it is our sincere hope tfiat they
will be conutinued throughout t h e school year.
The comniiltoe responsible'for these'
programs includes J, T. Speller, . P r o lessor Curtis, Mrs. (I. I;
I'ro
tVssor C. I-:. Mr
i i.. ,\ - , .
chairman of the -OIIMIIitfi-e and director
of the music department, and Professor
1). L. .Mason, whd is ;i! 10 COnni CfPfl wil It
tlie music department. The othi r» men
tinned are also members oi
ftculty,
with tlie exccpl ion of .1. 'I.
Her :
is president of .the I ! n-l
These prograMi
. .uuing for (lie

I t is t h e ulliiurfj;

tim of

ths

igran
Mt. Zion community held its annual I mitt.ee to niaki
i,
,
I.
.",'
iu
.-in,.
,!,-,
o
r
i
g
i
n
a
l
.isK
fair
Friday,. Nov. 16. at Mt. Zion
to understand democracy as in AmerIi
wil
en id i
school. The patrons of the community sn that 1!".''
turned out 400 strong and supported I hem e n r Especially significant in Miss Bur,.--.-.
one of the greatest and most outstand- oll t h e i r - ..
:
roughs' address was her expression for
ing fairs ever witnessed in the com- m e n t whntsoo.i '
the need of a more practical program
predated.
munity.
of education, a program that will give
«•-».-•The following persons were winners
students the a -.'.
V -CUltllfC^J.'aekof prizes in the various departments:
- Ml '
ground and at the same time- enable
Women's Department:
First prize,
them to earn a living.
Mrs. M. Searcey; second prize, Mrs. E.
her stage technique*
Stressing the fact that the purpose
hearts of her audience ror a lon£ :ane. "rTafoi«n^
of founding America was to promote
To her we lift our hats and wish her
Girl
' , r i z e . A T i s s ' V i s i t ' s Tl>rr«giQ'f|< - Act Plays
democracy, she stated that the three
all the happiness, good luck and good J . H o l t ; seed
''-T^sN^Mlj'rya 1 .-'•
""'I Appreciative
most essential things in a democracy
health for life everlasting.
are liberty, work, and the right to learn
•-*-•
Men's Department: First prize, Mr.
and grow.
James Chavis.
MRS. GERT
Throughout the years noble AmeriBoys' Department: First prize, George
cans have given their lives that these
Taylor; second prize, H. T. Maxwell;
' n " ' I'l'nmnlhv'rtub made,
principles might be preserved, she dethird prize, Clerda Maxwell;
fourth appear- >i ,. I,v ,,,-. -, nting th
Ol.
clared. "One of those great Americans Council of Christian Associations Has
______________
prize, Robert Taylor.
!'!•'.' . • ; ••
, • "The
was the former president of A. and T.
M;ihi
rig of
Organized the Open
Live at Home Department:
First a Man," "Rooms
College, James B. Dudley, whom we are
and II
Forum.
prize, Mr. and Mrs. Rob"rt Harell; sec- and "The Spar
eulogizing today, and we must dedicate
ond prize, Mr. and Mrs. James Morris.
"The
V:\kinx^___\___________________^B
the truth of today to the unfinished
Woodrow Wilson once said that distaken
from
wa
The
various
prizes
were
awarded
by
task the founders have started. The cussion is the greatest of all reforms.
day is coming when everyone will have White, the ancient Maeaulay, says, "Men Mr. J. J. Lanier, a senior at A. and T. story ended a s _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ m
equal privilege to work, when everyone are never likely to settle a question College, who mar!" some very timely man realizes his duty to his country'
will have equal rights to study and rightly as when they discuss it freely." remarks and helpful suggestions con- and his place to his country.
The cast of characters was as follows:
learning. When this dream of democ- With this in mind, the Council of cerning the exhibits in general.
-The judges of the women's depart- Guy '
racy is fulfilled, there will be no south, Christian Associations has
organized
no east, no- north, and no west, but one an open forum that meets every Tues- ment were Sammie Sellars and Vir- Parke
ginia Brown, students at A. and T. Col- Jeran •
single union—one dWirJcraey.''
day from 6:15 to 7:15. The topic
ton. Mai .-•
lege.
»-•-.
under discussion for the present is
"Rooms for Rent—Lit and H
Judges of the men's and boys' de"Facing Students' Problems."
lUiis
partments were J. .T, Lanier, H. M. Har- typical college boarding house, +s t*<
topic will be divided into 12 groups.'
grave, and A. S. Finney, seniors at A. setting of the play, and is run by an. oh
They are as follow*:
lady who believes Unit her sign, "T-n'omai
an.d T. College.
1. "Do We Need New Standards?"
A special program was sponsored by for Rent—l.i i ad Hel *o.iiir .cents lx
Stresses New Bfcal in Education and
2. "Where Shall We Stand on Relathe teachers of Mt. Zion school. -Mrs. rooms. Her dajuj
not like m
Government, with Slogan "A New
tion Between Men and Women?"
E. L. Lomax, pfrscjpapl, and Mrs. V. M. sign <*^H|
"' of tW-.-rot,
Deal for the Forgotten Man."
3. "Does Our Campus Give a Fair
Mehle, Mrs. I. E. Strickf-»:ld, Mrs. C. B. and seeks
Chance to All?"
Reeves, and Mrs. C. E. BradfordJ-J-ftSei--,' tempts she vj
"A new deal in education and a new
4. "Is Campus Popularity Worth SeekrentiSjl. The
ers at Mt. Zion school.
deal in government," was t h e theme i n g ? "
and sincerity?*
";(
of a lecture given by Jesse O. Thomas,
5. "How Can Group Life Be Made
(Continued on Page Four)
The
players
^
^
^
director of the Southern Branch of the Christian?"
Elrita Melton, L a r r y G a f f i T I ^ ^ ^
National Urban League, before
the
.6. "How Far Are We Responsible for
Gamble, Elta Melton, and Bern ic? ^ ^ ^
faculty and student body in chapel Other Students?"
ney. The play was directed by Cirt<
recently. I n opening he contrasted the
7. "When Must We Break From CamGill, Jr."'
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
campaign slogan fo Theodore Roose- pus Traditions?"
"The Spark of Life,ji
j y ^ d e e p andj
velt and F r a n k l i n D. Roosevelt. Theo8. "How Shall We Choose Our Life
sympathetic piny, takj
KilO'lJ
dore Roosevelt advocated "A square W o r k ? "
The examinations which will mark
ern apartment
deal and a full dinner pail for the
9. "Does College Weaken or Strengththe close of the fall quarter are
stable, a rather desjl
working man," while F. D. Koosevelt en Religious F a i t h ? "
scheduled to begin December 19.
believing that her hu>
advocated "A new deal for t h e for10. "How Can We Test the Truth of
This quarter is the longest and perto die, leaves poison in trie
^^^
gotten man."
"I
Would
like
to Beli-gion? - '
haps the most effective period of
hand. However, her husband doer
stress," he said, "a new deal in edu- • 11. "Is There *~fiod?"
take the poison because he decides^
-lie school year.
cation and economy" as a slogan for
'12. "What I f ^ P r a y e r ? "
he wants to live, but Mrs. Barn."
There will be no more days of
t h e Negro race."
The aim ofJ C Christian Association
found dead, believing that she isi
ease until the trying days are over.
He spoke of 1926 a s the year 'of is to disco^v^fthe thoughts, attitudes
ing away with her beloved husba|
Excitedly the students are reviewhighest employment in the history of and p r e s e t a c t j 0 n s to be placed in moing, trying to prepare for better or
The personalities were vei**
the country. During this period p n
of the young women and men on
worse.
dramatized by Cathryne Tynes,
duction was a t its peak, more people |/our campus. I n working toward this
...The Christmas holidays will begin
Keen, I. L. Jones, and W.
were employed, we had more COlleg: t gon\t the problems of our students
December 21 and lasi until Jai
This play was directed^
than ever before, but in spite of t
will be emphasized and solved.
_[yn Johnson. T l
3. We are hopicst that bs :h s'ti
graduates and more church.' r i e i
-•-•
•
ed, and Mi
enjojK a vcrv pleasant vneat:
Thanksgiving Visitors
we h a d an economic collapse s h " w i i /
twith
will I
Mrs. L a u r a Burge and Miss Stanthat something w a s wrong and.
„
ai'y 3 wil
new deal w a s necessary. I t hi'
aM ei] ton visited on t h e campus d u r i n g
successful
Thanksgiving. They are me^
-,- !o.
(Continued on Pag
i j J B ^ t e i I'ln I'.fciiw sorority

DRAMATICXLUB
INITIAL

DEAN VIOLA CHAPLAIN
LEADER OF OPEN FORUM

1

JESSE O. THOMAS SPEAKS
AT CHAPEL EXERCISES

Students Prepare For
Fall Examinations

THE

I

Decembc: 13, 1934 >

assume the responsibility
connected
with the various organized forms of
the college community. The first duty
of the college citizen, as of the citizen
of the nation, is loyalty to line himself up with such organizations that
tend to perpetuate the good ideals, and
go in some peaceful manner to discard
the evil ideals.

it is over, everyone who participated
will know the framework of our modPOET'S CORNER
Esse Quam Videri
ern industries, the fundamental principles of strikes, and greater training
AN INTERVIEW WITH DEAN GIBBS
NIGHT
in persuading others to think as you
ithly during the colleIt was interesting indeed to interOh, Night, I like the v
do. Therefore, as we approach this de; students of A. & T.
view Mr. Gibbs, dean of the college, and
Your big black wings a l ^
bate, let us not look at it in. terms of
College.
get his" ideas and opinions about the
Through your darkness*'
winning prestige for ourselves and our
Advertising r a t e s reasonable.
things in which we are both interested.
Naught but the thing that pleases me.
respective class, but let us look at it
The interview was a short one, since
Subscription r a t e s $1.00 per year.
With your broad wings you shut away
as another step pin that stairway which
We
are
offered
at
college
examples
of
business people have little time for
Address all communications
and
All of the ugly things of day.
most of the type organizations we will leads to higher things.
questions and answers.
checks to T H E REGISTER, A. & T. ColThe day holds many hideous scars.
J. W. TURNER, '38.
lege, Greensboro* N. C.
"What do you think of this year's have to take a part in after graduatIn your black depth you hold the stars.
Letters of suggestion, comment, and
freshman class?" was my first question. ing. Why not begin to learn the techROSE LA VERNE JONES, '36.
CATERINA JARBORO
criticism will be appreciated.
Dean Gibbs, whose countenance ex- nique of controlling them instead of
There
pressed sincere thought, answered in a being dead weight to them?
The A. and T. students and faculty
A POEM
Entered a s second-class matter, Febmost satisfying way: "It is perhaps will also be. laws and customs in the were greatly honored by the presence The land, the sea, and all therein
ruary 8, 1932, at the post office a t
the most promising we have ever had." outer world that we will then as now of Caterina Jarboro, noted opera singer, Is great, so great to me,
Greensboro, N. C , under the act of
Then I thought it necessary to inquire obey them or change them.
who gave a splendid recital here in But greater still the realm of love
March 3, 1879.
whether the responses in orientation
,r
We shall have to measure the powers Murphy Hall Wednesday, November 14. My heart now holds for thee. ~»
are as good as those of last year. He of our mind and bodies against others On the day of her arrival everyone was Fortune, fame, I try to gain
EDITORIAL STAFF
answered by saying: "Last year's class out of college in a much higher de- impressed by her wonderful personality My goal—no, they are not.
Chas. W. Price, Jr., '35, Editor-in-Chief
was much more alert in the beginning. gree than we do in college. There is and eagerly anticipated the night of
The best they can is make for me
This one has come up very well during no better time than now to give our her concert.
Henry M. Bass, '35, Business
Manager
A ladder to your heart.
the last month, both in class discussion mental capacity some gymnastics for
To our great delight, Wednesday If still my ladder isn't long
Associate Kditors
and book reports." "Well," said I, "do the work which is sure to follow. The night finally came. Miss Jarboro enEnough to reach my will,
you think it a better idea to first dis- old adage which says "That you shall tered dressed in a very becoming black
W. C. Davenport, '35
Let me toil on to reach my goal,
cuss the topic of conversation before not use you shall not keep" is ever and pink dress with pink ear rings and
A. W. Jones, 36
Building on it still.
writing the outline as we have been present and never failing.
F. K. Lucas, '37
a pink bouquet. She sang first some
JETHRO J. MONROE. 87.
doing, or to write the whole outline and
Ethel M. Jackson, '37
There can be no college ideal where Italian songs, then several French
then discuss the topic?" All the while the students, faculty and president are songs which I am sure our French stutroud, '37
STRIVING TO REACH THE GOAL
I was wondering how he would answer not in! one accord as far as the ideal of dents must have enjoyed. Miss Jarboro
Sports Editor
this question. After thinking a while, the college, is concerned. Where the showed her respect and appreciation Lo, these many years I have been
Striving to reach the goal;
....
-ffrey, '37
he said: "Both have advantages. I college is simply composed of a mass to Miss Chaplain when she threw her
•—
•-•-•
Although
it seemed hard at first,
think
the
former
serves
our
purpose
of individuals without some unmistak- one of her lavenders and dedicated a
Features
Enthusiasm
I am traveling just the same.
better."
I
did
want
him
to
answer
in
song
to
her.
She
also
dedicated
a
song
able
goal,
college
spirit
and
ideals
vanHarris
R. B. Withers
"Nothing great was ever achiev- the affirmative, but since he answered ish. We must learn the lesson that to the A. and T. students and the state • I never, never give up, it matters not
How hard the work.
FEATURES
ed without enthusiasm.''—Emer- rather indefinitely, I thought that an- an ideal is a social fact and it must be of North Carolina.
For it only takes the one who has the
Alda M. Newsome
other question would bring him over established by a group and not an inMiss Jarboro's singing and stage person.
Fighting spirit to conquer.
to my point of view. I asked him dividual. What ideal are we perW. L. Dunn
formance were better, in my opinion,
That has always been my guide,
Enthusiasm, a word that com- whether he thought the latter method petuating?
B. B. Withers
than any other artist could have done.
And I hope to fight, fight on
h Gill, Jr.
Minnie D. Brown
bines ambition, courage, determi- would be more advantageous to the stuC. G. MABRY, '35.
She held her audience spellbound with
Until the victory is won.
dent, considering the small amount of
nation, and a hundred other words,
her wonderful smile and graceful bow.
time allotted to the subject, and he
COLLIE C. BROWN, '38.
Mr.
Carl
Diton,
her
accompanist,
also
is to the human being what steam responded: "Perhaps it would aid him A. AND T. WOMEN TO HAVE NEW
RAPHICS
did remarkably well at the piano.
DORMITORY
is to the engine. When enthusi- in his discussion. But I think the for"JUST A DREAMER'S DREAM'
In the last part of her concert Miss
Monday afternoon, December 3, 1934,
asm dies, the man is dead, and hope mer g ^ # s . lv*m training in thinking as
Tlie
s u n i s s i n k i n g behind, the s W
Jarboro rendered a part .from ^.the.
blue, and I am thinking of my love
has leTt' unit. He ."rt&y lwe. ©a, well as in extempora'neo'&u «.xpr^«syyri." I was ushered. .into the office of Presi- opera .'iM&%"^and followed with a seHere I deviated a bit from the type d e n t > . DfBluford, of A^&ndT...College^
so t r u e ;
apparently, but the real man is of questions I had been asking Dean by his secretary for an interview. At lection of spirituals which were enNow
night falls, and with the darkgone.
Gibbs. I suppose he wondered what I first I was a bit frightened, but some- j joyed very much. I listened attenness comes dreams;
tively
to
all
of
the
program
and
drew
the
01I101TOW IS
Enthusiasm is the power and would ask next, but my next question how managed to make the- customary
a sigh of regret when it finally canif. I have but closed my eyes and I am
[examinations).
the health of the mind. It is youth, concerned not only the freshman class greetings, and after what seemed count- to an end.
with my loved one
but the students in general. I wanted less minutes I was offered a seat. I
ambition, will.
In a land of wonder; we are standing
LOUISE
FARRISH,
'38.
forgot
entirely
the
short
introductory
to
know
whether
he
liked
the
manner
i . i n n ' i n its w e i g h t , t h e
beside a beautiful
The death of enthusiasm is the in which the young ladies and gentle- speech which I had committed to membeetle i,s i in- s t r o n g e s t l i v i n g t i r i n g .
Stream which trickles out a
sweet
greatest possible calamity—fight men socialized, and he replied: "I have ory two days before, but I soon disSOCIAL USEFULNESS
melody
of
love
as
not noticed much to complain about. covered that I did not need it after all.
Any life that is to be satisfying
against it.
It winds its way downward; all around
The I reslllllen :. CI taking the lead
I found him to be a very different must possess social usefulness, as well
Enthusiasm is hope, confidence However, I think a few might be a litus are beautiful
) ever. 'tiling—wha I about the detle bit more careful in standing in the
in ones's self, courage, a determi- halls and lobby. Some talk too loud in character from what I had expected to as afford opportunity for self-expres- Flowers and b i r d s ; as we watch all
Btel
see*—jovial as though he hadn't a single sion. Happier still is the situation when
this it seems as if
nation to succeed, or, at least, to the halls." "And what would you sug- worry.
self-expression is made contributary
Angels are watching over us; amid this
gest that they do?" was my concluding
struggle
on
trying
to
succeed.
The discussion was mostly about to social usefulness.
Ye Paragraphed proposes that
scene of splendor
question. He answered
finally
that plans for the prospective girls' dorGoethe said:
Interpretation: For any person to I take my love in my arms, and as we
the freshmen will set the scholas"they should spend more time prepar- mitory. He stated that plans for the
enjoy life, he must put himself to some
"Money lost, something lost;
whisper tender love
tic record for the fall quarter.
ing their lessons and other activities. building would be pressed when the
social use and also seek opportunities Words to each other we find that the
Honor
lost,
much
lost;
They should not spend all of thoir Legislature meets in January, 1935, and
»•»
land of wonder which
Courage lost, everything lost. spare time socializing.' This finished that he is very sure t h a t it will be to express himself. Better still is his
A New Day
condition if his expressions are put to We are now in even "more beautiful."
my little interview, and . I was very under way sometime in the near fuBetter
you
were
never
born."
<•» " . u
sion and the
some social usefulness, because life is Ah! but now day is here and 'tis time
t ; i ; Pleased at having the opportunity to ture.
Enthusiasm includes couragel o s in
what
you make it and what ypu contrib"eeotiuniic incompetence'' of the
I opened my eyes
talk so intimately with Dean Gibbs.
When the question of the untidy ute to it is what you- receive.
meaning.
And mv sweet dream of love then will
".
'..-.,
:s of the it
DORIS BOYD, 38.
walkways,
made
much
worse
by
recent
;-#
BENNIE BARNES, '37.
be only a memory—
untry have shown a very mark- everything lost—better you were
rains, and scanty shrubbery arose, the
That's all left for me—only & memory m
president said that plans for this part
•nse in their reajjeelive enCO-OPERATIVE MARKETING
So I'll call my memory "Just a DreamSevy L. Mathis, 38.
THE COLLEGE IDEAL AND H O W IT of the program had been made out too;
After the World War, while induser's Dream."
i. e., a blue print had been made which
•+-.
IS PERPETUATED
A. & T. boasts the largtry in general enjoyed a period of conF. K. LD<
shows the newly outlined walks and
This subject will be discussed briefly
operable prosperity ; . JV^ fz-zz^A of, which
nt body, -Aot considering
entrance to the campus. He .stated.-thai
by answering the following questions: T>|
were many and baffling, probably the
THE EDITOR'S LAMENT
ast summer school enrollment,
c
-son for the' delay of the walks
1. By whom is the college ideaj jl£=.
most important rea&cr was the rapid Getting out a notice is no picnic,
was that the grounds were constantly
i
its entire tiigf&ry.
increase in agricultural product've effi- If we print jokes, folks say we are
termined?
-"~~"
LAMB IN HIS BOSOM
being torn up for tunnel work, but now
indeed, a healthy sign
— _wGTha.t \tr~ each student's responsi- permanent walks can be made as this ciency. However, the war stimulated
By Carolyn Miller
silly. an agricultural revolution and crops If we don't, they say we are too 1
-.vs. among other
bility to the college?
(Reviewed by Willejig-- ^lilTer)
work is about completed.
have been produced much in excess of
1. The college, like an individual,
onffei' are vve eonserious.
"LambJn_Hi? 3 o g 0 m " is the story of
Throughout the conversation
the the needs of the market, and of course
y and ask for Pi°S*er" life in the back country of has characteristics of its own, a char- president seemed to be in a very good at this time something had to be done If we publish original matter, they
say we like variety.
Georgia in pre-Civil War days. It is the acter by which it may be judged. Like humor and was very glad to see that
to guide the economic law of supply
character
is
If we publish things from other papers,
story of the life of Cean Carver from any individual, this
someone besides himself was interested
a JHig ourselves with that most the day of her marriage to Lonzo moulded by the ideal of the college in the home life of the campus stu- and demand.
we are too lazy to write.
When agricultural prices went down If we stay on the job, we ought to be,
potent of all wv*pons—education Smith until the end of the war, when itself. The ideal is subject to change dents.
so rapidly in 1920, this blame was
out rustling news.
i iijeh to wrest for ourselves she awaits the return of her second from time to time, depending largely
I might add, too, that as I left his placed on the leaders of agriculture,
on the viewpoint of the trustees, former
If we don't p r i n t contributions, we
husband.
office that fear which sometimes exists especially of the federal revenue systhat hiince.
don't show -the proper appreciation.
The story itself is not packed with president, professors, and, in the last between a college official and a student
tem. It was believed by the farmers If we print them, the paper is filled
We have but just begun.
analysis,
the
student
body.
those rare happenings which make our
had somewhat subsided. To know him, that the market was hard hit due to
The ideal of the founder or founders
with junk.
There is yet much ground to fiction seem most unreal, but rather
you must communicate directly with the fact that the federal reserve system
is
set
forth
in
the
charter
and
is
selLike
as not, some other fellow will say
be covered.
Mrs. Miller has shown a genuine talent
him, for I feel that no one. could de- raised rediscount rates. As a matter
we swiped this from another paper.
Let us press onward, forward for the successful creation of men and dom referred to. The ideal of the scribe him clearly enough as he really of fact, the action that was taken toSo we did.
women in a real and lifelike manner.. president, trustees, and faculty is is.
HELEN ROBINSON, '38.
and upward,
ward the farmers by the federal reAt the beginning of the story espe- stated in the catalogue. The real colserve system was over-emphasiped. A I nt_.___ T .
„, ,
,,
.
„
die goal is won.
v
cially one finds himself wondering how lege ideal becomes actual only to the
"
.
others. It cannot be the aim of our
WHY DEBATE?
e mothers''and fathers who, she has captured so well the feeling extent that it is embodied in the life,
worldwide price deflation came as the.l . ,
,
,, , - .
. _,. ,j..__,
A few weeks ago I was engaged in •
sacrifice and un- which is portrayed. The most seriouus of" the student body.
the joy and that
sweetness
of life,
uifet miss
;.oW
*
j _ «^instructors
our hearts
should
ditions,
which
of
course
gave
change
conversation
with
a
friend
of
mine.
DeSeldom, if ever, a student spends
result of the supply and demand er~
stands in front of us with worthy opihhess, axe miking possible the fault of the book is that it becomes a
found
four years on a' college campus in any bating was the-<s«rineipal subject. Then, in rediscount rates, farmers
attainment of this goal—to them little dry in the latter part. Its mar- institution or among any group- with- I was asked this question: Why do you themselves in an unfortunate position portunity. Yet our hearts are restless.
And we find a great many people failriages and deaths have a tendency to
say: God grant you the wisdom
debate and what kick does one get out of getting a price for the products ing to find satisfaction in life.
tire, but on the whole the simple dig- out absorbing and portraying some of
of arguing with someone else before which they had for sale go much below
and the strength to carry on.
Disappointment an;d 'def,eat,
envy
nity and beauty! of the dialect and nat- its ideaisror characteristics. A student
the public? You may expect to find the cost of production. To make bad and jealousy, fear and anxiety darken
cannot
consider
Himself
an
individual
Reginald Reid, '37.
ural background make it a truly gr.p^t
the answers to these questions in this matters worse, they were called upon our hearts. The progress of science
work. Once you have started reading alone. By nature he is a social being,
to pay loans which were outstanding, and the spread of education have
article.
giving,
and
receiving,
being
influenced
this book you, will not rest until^ you
Call of ,_9jiscijence
My reasons for debating are three- and to do so required that the products brought more wealth and buying, but
by
environment
and
is
helping
to
make
know what, happened t o - t h e s e people.
'•fei^lij -J^tlM you
environment.
In a very real sense fold. First, debating stimulates one to that they had for sale- were sold at not more peace of heart.
* * - » •
think beyond the mere bounds of great loss. Farmers felt at this time
his college is judged by his actions.
Discontentment and despair are as
BRht. of huAN APPEAL
The Oxford student is known as an science, history, and mathematics, and if they could secure loans they could likely to be found among the rich and
can
If you have a bit of news,
Oxford man, a Tuskegee student as a implants in him the initiative to work hold their produce until the markets I successful as among those who walk in
sell
Send it in.
Tuskegee man, the A. and T. student out the solution of his own problems. were improved and they could
lowly paths.
without such great loss and out of this
of a conscience- Or a joke that will amuse,
Most
of
our
outstanding
debaters
are
as the A. and T. man,' each student
Today people with money, popularity
procedure came the co-operative marSend it in.
Ire]., you refer to one
representing his school, which in turn able to take, any subject, whether it be
and professional success still find life
keting associations, beginning first with
represents different ideals. It is com- in school or in life, and give a solution
insufferable and tiresome, and some in
gone the limits of perfidy. A story that is true,
which is acceptable in nine cases out of cotton, followed b y tobacco and other their angry moods give It up by taking
An accident that is new,
mon
to
hear,
"You
look
like
a
Spelman
They are beyond reclamation, if We want to hear from you,
field crops.
grad," or "You remind me of Lincoln," ten. This is clearly' shown when detheir lives and lives of others.
that be nosg.ihle.
G. McKEATHAN, '35.
Send it inS
or "Howard," having in mind different baters are falsely accused of commitYoung people seem at times to suffer
ting crimes. They find no difficulty in
ight be termed a Never mind about the style,
qualities these individuals portray.
from a morbid unrest no less than those
defending
themselves.
If the news is worth the while,
SEEKING THE HEARTS THAT ARE of maturer years.
riarometer.
The colleges could very easily disRESTLESS
Debating
unlocks the door which
continue letters of recommendation for
But beneath a surface gaiety ' and
guide post that I t may help to bring a smile, Send it in.
Shields certain facts about questions
It is evident that numberless people spasmodic enthusiasm, young hearts are
students,
or
graduates,
for
that
matter,
you the -way.
VIVIAN FAERINGTON, '37.
and say to them: "Our letter of recom- both political and economical. /There aer looking for life's "Sa,tisfsactions often the victims of acute distress and
fength of conscience de.-+-.
Therefore the
mendation is yourselves, for,all can see is a tendency for politicians and econo- Along Wrong Trails." We know what persistent discontent.
largely upon one's training
TEN RULES FOR POPULARITY t ftftj^yfW.'lW'B M ^ J T B T V emblems, en- mists to give to the public only those we want, but know not how to get it. poise and peace and happiness
for
environment.
trusted in our c a r - e . j M written not phases of discussions which they think Therefore we pass by the walls of nap- which wo yearn alfe" not secured b y
1. Be dainty in person and dress.
will be constructive to society and keep piness and fail to see it.
seeking them but by seeking somewith ink on a table af-St^ 1 0 ' , m t
^en death is preferred by some 2. Be cheerful.
the
other phases hidden. However, deThere are things that all of us want. thing else.
ien the spirit and ideal jf^college *™
to the continuous scourg- 3. Hurt nobody by word or deed.
igh both sides of the question We w;ant to be loved and admired. We
These sweet satisfactions arc the northe human heart as a table. '"^rsJ£vC"
iring pangs of an avenging 4. Cultivate many interests.
and
draw
their own individual conclu- want a sense of security concerning the mal accompaniments of spiritual health,
5. Be a sympathetic listener rather fore we should be verj careful nhinij
future.
We want contentment.
We as comfort and vigor of body are ac111R.
thr.r. o. brilliant talker.
the-kind of representative wt make.
Finally, debating keeps one informed want self-respect. We want poise of companiments of physical health. And
iftc.n seems to iron
so interested in others that you
2. As -never before in his life, u col11 1
rget yourself,
You
lege student is a citizen, a member Or' iV " thinking on currrent news. Reeent- character and personal charm. We want health is obtained by obeying the laws
,!ity wide strike dominated the to be happy.
of health. Therefore, let us grasp our
ve some' "parlor t r i c k s . ' *
the college community where he has
There is nothing selfish or unworthy wants as opportunity presents them,
iasterit section of the United States.
^n sport, and a sportswoman,
the .opportunities and obligations of
i considerate guest,
nt lias creeped in our discus- about these wants. They are only the and life will be on long grand sweet_
citizenship. Not only are there laws to
rself?. •
' *•'.'. • V
be obtyed and customs to be followed, si i-IIS •and is now that which will be things that are good in themselves that sons
iir> ojar inter-elass debate. When we can have without impbvej*liing
P. N. SUGGS,
.-njr-fc (increasingly he ^ i o u l d nnrL. itimt l i s /
.O; JONES,' '37; .''
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until you come in contact or mistake some social customs.
Those without a conscience are
lost absolutely. Their love for humanity is gone.
They are but little more than a
flesh-and-blood machine, cold, calculating, inhuman.
Whatever mistakes you may
make, hold on to your conscience.
Let it guide you to a reasonable
extent at least. Happiness can
never be obtained unless you are
controlled by such an influence.
It is love that brings one's conscience into full bloom. It is then
that human sympathies thrive to
the last degree.
Your affections become keen,
vivid, dominating. Thus an active conscience, at this time, makes
you acutely considerate of those
you love. And it is this particular characteristic which drives us
on to the attainment of our highest ideal.
W. C. Davenport, '35.
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H E S E ADVERTISERS HELP US - - - PATRONIZE THE1Y
ighting Guard

1 Clothing, Shoes and Furnish- |
ings for Men and Boys
j

THOM McAN
Shoe Go.

VANSTORY
Clothing Co.

Men's and Boys' Shoes
:

112 N. Elm St.

Jefferson Bldg.

Dr. J. D. Douglass
Dentist
'• Stewart Bldg., 803. E. Market St. _
Room 6
\
Hours : 9 to 5, 6 to 8

CONWAY,

Sports

Slants

LITTLE "CAESAR"
In the first issue of T h e Register, I
predicted t h a t the Aggies, after dropping their initial game to Morgan,
would win the remaining games of
their schedule. Well, my prediction
has been fulfilled. However, this column still holds and maintains the
opinion t h a t the Aggies should have
gone through the season and finished
with a clean slate.

It is here t h a t T h e Register's staff
wishes to show its appreciation and
Lineup:
r to Coach Unman a Breaux their A. & T.
Pos.
Lincoln
ere congratulations for the superb Burgess
E.
Henderson
irk t h a t he has done this fall. Last Marable
T.
Durant
ir the Aggies started going places, Hursey —_____ G. _ .
Patterson
der Coach B r e a u x ; this year the Kennedy
C.
Bergen
Vggies went places and definitely esConway
G.
Cuthris
,
c;gie mentor as one of Lash
tablished
T.
._ Baltimore
•>g coaches now in
the i_lost
Burden
E.
Watt
Breaux,
as
you
know,
t h e &'•'
Norman
Q.
Pree
youngest mentors in the
i s •••_<
McClain
R.H. _. — Jackson
having graduated from
Copening
L.H. . .
Burgess
• ity in 1930. He came
1'llH
Graham
F.B.
Taylor
-,oo
,,.,.=
iff
b
y
ft
ort?
to
Sulwt.ijv.tcs : \_ _~ T. - May, r>dV,
. -vk ia
the'
Neely, Ward, Thomas., MaeDougal,
Wooden; for Lincoln — "aylor, BrisWe
our youthful bane. Coleman.
coach and leei
aimot praise
Officials: Referee—Ligion ; Umpire
him too highly fo;
erful Aggie B r u c e ; Head Linesman—Fleming.
machine t h a t all tiu
i short of the
C. I. A. A. crown -the aim of every
AGGIES' 1934 SCORES
C. I. A. A..coach.
A.
&
T.
0
Morgan 7
Now t h a t the football season is over,
Smith 0
all eyes a r e turned toward basketball. A. & T. 0
St. P a u l 0
With the veterans of last year's team A. & T. 19
A^a. State 6
back, and with a host of promising A. & T. 7
Lincoln 0
frosh material, Coach Breaux should A. & T. 13
union 0
develop a team of "cagers" t h a t will A. & T. 6
Shaw 0
prove equally effective against opposi A. & T. 21
N . C. State 0
tion as the football team.
Anyway, A. & T. G
The opening game opened the eyes
here's hoping.
of the Aggies. Through seven straight
*+-.
Miss Bernice E d w a r d s had as her victories the Bulldog monogram blazed
guest Thanksgiving day her sister. a challenge for the C. I. A. A^ crown.
Miss Deloris E d w a r d s and Mrs. Love Every Aggie player deserves a crown
for clean and spirited fighting.
from Raleigh.
-»-t~.

Brilliant

End

NORMAN RUNS 103 YARDS
Soaked with rain, 2,000 fans witnessed one of the best pigskin bouts
ever played at the World W a r Stadium. Norman r a n 103 y a r d s for a
touchdown, being aided by a performance of brilliant interference. It was
the most spectacular run witnessed by
Greensboro football fans.
At t h e beginning of the game N. C.
State kicked to the Aggies; in turn
the Aggies r a n two first downs, kicked
to the side lines and held the Eagles
on the 12-yard Tine. T h e Aggies continued to threaten the Eagles goal.
Though outplayed, the E a g l e s , would
not be outdone.
They checked the
rushes of the Aggies time and again.
Generated by Quarterback Norman, the
Aggies made six first downs to none
for State -in the first half, with Gra-

QUALITY JEWELRY
GIFTS

& T. COLLEGE SHOE
SHOP
Guaranteed First
Workmanship

1505 E. Market St. Odd Fellows Bldg.

Finest Materials Used

Harlem Dry Cleaners

Before 4,000 home-coming enthusiasts, the Aggies defeated the Lincoln
Lions to the tune of 13 to 0. The
Alumni was well represented, turning
out in large numbers. Completing a
number of passes and running their
off-tackle plays, the Aggies scored in
the second and fourth quarters. The
first q u a r t e r netted the Aggies nothing, Lincoln j u s t wouldn't let them
score.
In the second quarter, Graham, Aggie fullback, r a n through center for
a 44 yard gain. A long pass, about
30 yards, to Burgess who r a n over for
the touchdown, climaxed- the second
period. Bergen, who played a brilliant game f o r ' t r i e Licffis,• bloo'"*1. the
extra point. T h e fourth q u a r t e r found
Pree, Lincoln quarterback, driving his
team from t h e middle of the field to
the two-yard stripe. Coach Breaux's
well developed line exhibited t h e i r
calibre when they held t h e Lions four
downs. Norman kicked out of danger.
T h e Lions found one of their passes
intercepted by McClain, Aggie back.
Driving to the 20-yard stripe, the Aggies passed, Norman to Neely. Neely
went over. Norman kicked the e x t r a
point. Burden played a brilliant defense for t h e Aggies. The line constantly opened up for the backs who
in t u r n gained much yardage.

Miniatures 5 for 10c
Enlargements from small photos
a specialty. All work guaranteed.

G98 E. Lee St.

I. A. Artist, Rep.

Class

S T U D E N T S and FACULTY
of A. & T. are welcome to visit
the Radio Department of the

MILLER FURNITURE CO.
314 S. Elm St.

Our

Budget

Payment

/•

Dial 2-3204

•

G. R. KINNEY CO., Inc.
231 S. Elm St.

CO-CAPTAINS

A. & T.
0
6
19
13
7
6
21
6

Opponent
Morgan 7
Smith 0
St. Paul 0
Lincoln 0
Va. State 6
Union 0
Shaw 0
N. C. State 0

78
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i '••_ ^^^si

/
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Keep in Training
Everyone that has been active in athletics during some time m iii_*rife realizes how important it is to keep in
training. If we search; the lives of outstanding athletes, we find that they excelled because they continually trained.
We as college students are not all active in the various athletic contests, but
we are all in college to achieve in some
line of endeavor. If we expect to excel
in our vocations, or be able to perform
in various capacities equal to others in
the same line, we must keep in training. One of the greatest handicaps to
an individual or a group today is the
tendency to let down after winning a
marked victory—rather than continue
the training grind. Future successes
do not necessarily come on the merits
of past accomplishments.

S. KENNEDY, CENTER, '3S

ham, Aggie back, as outstanding balltoter.
State kicked to A. & T. in the third
quarter. Norman passed to Copening.
Ten y a r d s were made by its completion. Failing to gain ten y a r d s on the
40-yard line, put the A. & T. gridders
in a tough spot. State took advantage
of this spot and punted to the end
zone where Norman caught it. Doing
the foot work of an acrobatic dancer
along with the aid of a host of determined and blocking team mates, Norman r a n along the side line for the
only touchdown, a field length sprint.
The crowd w a s spell-bound a t this r a r e
sight. The Aggies then resorted to a
defensive game for the rest of the
tiilie to play. Most of t h e gains for
the Aggies were off tackle. The Aggies
beast of a strong line t h a t r moves as
a unit, throughout the season this line
has caused well developed plays. Blocking backs with feet t h a t go places work
around till they find some yardage past
the line. These men a r e singing t h e
swan song: Capt. Kennedy, Co. Capt.
Dillard, Burnett, Yard, Lash, and Bell.

D I L L A R D , QUARTERBACK, '35

First downs
A. & T.
Burden
Ward
Hursey
Kennedy
Marable
Lash

N.C. State
Nebens
Burnett
Lawrence
Alston
Battle
Holmes
Bryant
Burgess
E.
Q.
Dooms
Norman
R.H.
Holden
McClain
Dillard
LH.
Burgess
Graham
F.
Thompson
Substitutions: A. & T.—Bell, Copening, Conway, Burnett, May, T h o m a s !
State—Williams, Peoples, Dale, Ellerbe, Wyche, H a r r i s .
Officials: Martin, referee; Archer,
u m p i r e ; Watts, headlinesman.
_»_,
Mitchell Broadcasts
On November 13 J. W. Mitchell,
district tarm •agent for
North Carolina, addressed the radio audience of
station WPTF, of Raleigh, N. C. The
addrress on the universal need of agri
cultural training for the people of the
state was very interesting as well as
timely.
E.
T.
G.
C.
G.
T.
i

Carolina's Christmas
Store
Welcomes the Patronage
. - . of the
A. & T. Students and Faculty

• ' -/National T h e a t r e Building

_m

J

News From the
Agricultural
Department

/

Wonde

E. L. has grown so "popular."
Finney isn't falling for every "now"
girl.
Boston is so "quiet" this year.
Charles Price
Alda New."
Ruby Du
stars.
Louise Gunn thinks she lia
peal.
Neely likes Coneerd, i ' . C.
Minnie Lane doesn't grow.
Bachacl Green is "off of 1c
J. Wilson and 1. Johnson
critics.
Etta Melton doH*rn*t
I t matters very little as to what race
Kyer has forsaken I
we are in, or what we are trying to nett.
a t t a i n ; if we put the very best we have
Some of the "cue-.." -.„>t forget "A.
into it, there is a possibility of excelling. Most of ulTwiii ligree that it
John Dillard doesn't fall in "love."
is very important for the athletes to
"Lash" never wore a footbai 1 '"
keep in training, but we forget that we
met."
are 'here to train for a much greater
Irene Burrell doe.
purpose than the average athlete. For
efficiency, continuous training is as imVivvian Farriagtei.
.M_*iiedA^
portant for the student as for the ath.inman" nevef *ssi-h: "
lete.
J. J. LANIER, '35.
Do you wonder who wrott •his?
*-•-.
Corn Show at Spring Hope
THE SCRO'H^.FHBS CLUB
The third successful
annual corn
The S<-rot_ers
d by the V
last meeting, due, to t
Department of Spring
' "nvay, Gkft'er, am!
School November 23. The s
n*'iv.
a
tured canned goods, ear corn, and
anything that could be made from corn prooanon cw
vice.
or corn prroducts. Many tasty ap- officers a re \
pearing dishes of food were in evidence. president,
Under the direction of Miss Sellars, ney; treasurer, UMI,
Thjj,j.-Uib .-..--.
home economies teacher, a complete I- liobinsoii
meal utilizing corn in some form in I>.\ I'-roilirr . n, ,-, wax miopi.
I.
all dishes had been prepared. The meal the opening song.
~M
— ' \
included corn meal jello for dessert and
Ethel Williams l_________lier ffrieW, :he_*N«$
corn meal "coffee."
Bags in which corn or corn meal had mother, .Mrs. Williams, and Iter
been handled had been bleached and They were from SNewnan
dyed' and made into many
beautiful
articles of clothing or made into some
household article.
Merry Christina*

MILITIA INSPECTED
BY U. S. OFFICER
On Friday, December 7, the military unit was inspected by a
United States officer. H e was
Somewhat impressed with the showing ma_e--4>y the unit. He stated
that he Wuuld dc all he could in
seeing that the unit W propsjly
equipped. He was very much impressed with the spirit shown b y
the group and wished it very much
success. He hopes to return again
in the spring to inspect the unit
and note the progress that
will
have been made.

SHOFFNER'S
Tailoring—('leaning-- 'VyeprtQ
L It. Johnson
G. C. l'.nughnin
I ' l t o n e 9119
!)22 E Market St.

R'arins

The unit has progressed rapidly
and steadily under Professor De
Hughley, head of the Trade Department in the absence of Prof.
D. H. Woodard, who is away on
a leave of absence for
further
work toward his Ph. D. degree.
A
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SOCIAL NEWS AND COMING
Clubs and
Organizations

}

During the fall term of each school
year most of the clubs ou the campus
are given a day to present a program
in chapel to bring out the talent of
tlie students and to see the work of
the various clubs.
Through t h e leadership of the president of the Business Club, this club
Mas successful in presenting one of
the most interesting and educational
programs of the year. The program
consisted of demonstrations.
V, iiiie Keen «>nd Josie McKoy and
Mr. Mitchell participated in an efficiency demonstration in dictation and
typing, also office duties. T h e second
demonstration was by Misses Yarbor<m:uh, Mason, McCoy and Akers in a
speed test, and the winner was given
a free\ trip to the show. T h e t h i r d
I demonstration w a s one. which brought
/ out the i\ianclicaps of making sales, the
were Euphery Bigelow,
_.qirtf.G-lb_.*S. ',„
q___e of the programs
to be g i v e l l h y this club. The
are as folLasvs: J. fHrt Gill,
^ ' ' ' s i d e n t ; Robert Ilaith, first vice
^ i t i e r i t ; William Carroll, second
Ivice^presiiderit; Lettie Yarborough, sec
r e t a r y ; Mari_l<-llen, t r e a s u r e r ; Minnie
Mason, reporter. R u t h Johnson, Shir. ley L. T h o m a s , / and Ruth Ford a r e
chairmen of I m p o r t a n t committees.

-'SEMEN. Turn class has become acto the environment at A.
campus and has succeeded in
excellent work in the class
As well as taking part in the
room*
extra currloular activities of the colA(. I lie beginning of the quarter the
211 English class, of which Miss Viola
Chaplain is Instructor, organized into
a good Bnglish CluJ). The purpose of
1liis club is to
,c I lie use of good
i hlgli
,-u and wrillcit. One hour
is given to the class each week, at
which time detailed reports are given
h\ the Journalist and Critic. While
•'icr officer )ii'6_5gai, interesting items
to
LCh week.
Icis a tin ge i-tsjj
The freshm i I
toll in
tie and Del as the college
is ilso a number
vomen who have pledged
various fraternities and u^iMiiOn November !*'• ate All-Freshman
. •'ittuvisugivcn in Noble Hall audiioriiiiii!"*.' ! • .c I.- ivtfll ailciiilcd, ami
e-.i, r
eportod .m enjoyable cve|iing.
follow in.g cflfes officers were
'"•'• ted i... 1934 ,:- | resident, William
Gamble; vice-president. B u l b
Williams; treasurer, d s t h r y n Tyites; representative to StStpkt Council ri-er."
Hay; secretary, i.utb ' F o r d ; reoorter, '••••>ih
ahford.
REPORTER.
- i.C rtVINWH'S CLUB
Tile ifoine Economics Club was or,.-.i-ii,.cil November 10, 1934. The fol1 ••- -i -.• elected as officers; I'resi.;. ni
- - Ilia l.-c, secretary, Ethel Wiliii.-, - r -surer. Sammie Sellers; adiser. Miss Crawford.
ie
th aims to develop new in•iis, to further Interests those al-ad> developed, Sfcdovelop friendship
.lueig girls bator<»_i< •! in the Held of
home economics, am to acquaint tlie
college willi the home economics department.
!
.Matilda E. Johnson, '38.
CHORAL CLUB NEWS
From the Crystal Ball
i into my crystal ball to
.,.',,.:..:'.-1':.,g organizations
on the campus, I see t h e Choral Club
of A. & T. College making its irr.t.ai
appearance on the first vesper service
ogram. Oh, E-owTL- s e e - a n o t h e r big
nt. W h a t ^ f h a t ? The Choral Club
gSJS. presented on F o u n d e r s Day
h the b e s t ' f o r m and style (you,know
t h a t p-rpgram was broadcast over
WBIG.L. i t was .this appearance t h a t
bri night theni many compliments.
• l a m c i Scarlett is president of the
I « T Ohdral Club.
.ater J Se6 t h e Girls' Glee Club preted. for the first time, and ^re the
•fits. Surprised? I wish you «ould
ieir faces. Miss-.Ella E d w a r d s is
P e n t of the Girls'- Gde'e' Club. *
pn! I hear something. Now I
i t : it's t h e Choral Club again.
stepped up a degree; they
Sing over.,WBIG from 'the
(-Pardon -me, but
flfit A. & 'T Colr'its 'own broad[e- Choral Club

the footlights on the stage in the Dudley auditorium. It is the Choral Club
GREEK WORLD
presenting their Christmas
cantata
Sunday, December 9, 1934. Gee! They
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY
are carrying everything out to t h e last
The Deltas are still forging . ahead
word.
with full speed. This year brings a
My crystal is getting dark, but I bigger and better sorority. Six new
stil see another little s p a r k ; it's get- members have crossed the burning sands
ting larger. Yes, t h a t ' s the Male Quar- of Delta. They are Ella Edwards, Samtet. They have gained much prestige mie Sellers, Minnie Mason, Mae Smith,
over radio and in public. We have a Pauline Akers, and Letty Yarborough.
Male Glee Club. No, you haven't h e a r d ! The sorority wishes to congratulate
anything about it yet, but I hope to i Coach Breaux and his Aggies on the
see them shining in my ball n e x t time. wonderful record made this year. We
D. Sysnett is president of the Boys' have already attempted to express our
appreciation by the donation of cakes
Glee Club.
I t is d a r k n o w ; I can't see a thing. to the fighting squad. Delta is always
My crystal is blank. Well, good bye, for the betterment and growth of the
college.
folks; see you later.
Thelma M. Wray, '38.
WE ARE STILL HERE
T h e fortunate members of the senior
class sympathize with t h e less fortunate ones who have lost dear ones; yet
we a r e very glad to have them r e t u r n
to work.
Although you have probably not
hoard from us, w e . h a v e not remained
inactive. Our class is one of great
renown in the school, and every member is worthy of praise. Those in particular a r e the members of the football squad, n a m e l y : Co-captains Kennedy and Dillard, linesmen E. W. Burnett, J. S. Ward, H. E. Lash, V. A.
Burgess, backfield R. G. Bell, and line
coach Jessie "Red" Rogers.
Due to various activities of many
me_ubers*"of the class, we have not appeared before you, but we'll see you
all in the near future. We extend to
all students and members of the faculty a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
C. H. Ireland, '35,
Class Reoorter.

SPHINX CLUB
The, Sphinx Club of the Beta Epsilon
Chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity presented a literary program at
the, Methodist church on Beech Street
Sunday night, December 9, 1934,
The program got under way after the
invocation by Miss Price.
J. Cirt Gill, Jr., president of the
club, introduced the members of the
club, after which he made a very inspiring speech on the following topic:
"Personality and Congenial Character
Are Two Great Essentials in Life's
Success." After the talk
Brothers
Peele, Lawrence and Neely presented
three poems. This is the first of a
series of programs to be presented
each vfeek in lire city by the Sphinx
Club.
The club lost one of its brethren last
week. Brother John Dillard crossed
the Greek sands.
The club is hoping the faculty and
students a very happy Christmas and a
joyous New Year.
P . PEARSON, Reporter.

P H I BETA SIGMA
This is station P h i Beta Sigma broadcasting from Eta chapter, sending out
greetings of good cheer and wishing
for you all a merry Christmas and a
happy New Year.
This quarter has been a very successful one in every respect, and we are
proud of Brother R. G 'Betl, who has
shown up so splendidly on the gridiron.
A few weeks ago Sigma was disi tew.
l_^_^_w_^^
tinctly honored by the elevation of one
T h e class is making much progress of its members to the national governin the study of plants in their autumn jrjo- t-pfljr fa fcl • j - •- Of B r c __ W .
colors.
Mitchell. The Eta chapter celebrates
KKarl M. Keyes, '38, Reporter.
this occasion by taking into its ranks

dent, ^ ^ s A ^ _

t

;

secretfay, Ollie

^ a - S e s ; ' treasurer, T h o m a s S a n d e r s ;
chaplain, Andrew Scales; reporter,
Karl M. Keyes, sergeant-at-arms, William C h e r r y ; advisor, Prof. A. W. Curtis.

seven new members. They a r e : W.
Allen, A. W. Jones, G. K. McKeithan, C. C. Boyce, R. T. Hoffman,
A. G. Lane, and E. L. Payton. We
feel that with this additional strength
Sigma will do bigger and better things.
Could my pen continue to write and
my to™ i-vntiniip tr_^ compose, it would_
l ^ ^ t r e ^ H i r e s s the joy and
"satisfaction that has come to us by
treading the rugged sands of time with
"Culture for Service and Service for
Humanity."
Sigma wishes you all many joys
throughout the holidays.
E. BALSLEY, Reporter.

We hope to make a wonderful impression during t h e entire year. We
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY
a r e willing to co-operate with the adGreetings! The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
ministration in any project they seek
takes this opportunity in wishing each
to undertake.
and everyone of you a happy ChrristK a r l M. Keyes, '38, Reporter.
ihas and a bright and prosperous NewYear.
THE YOUNG WOMEN'S COUNCIL
Although we are quite young in our
This organization composed of dor- work on the campus, it is our aim to
mitory girls was organized on October lend a helping hand in any way that
25, 1934.
we can.
The club wishes to acknowledge to
P u r p o s e : T h e purpose of this organization is to create a sense of unity Coach Breaux and his wonderful footand fellowship among the women stu- ball squad appreciation for the wonderdents, to promote and m a i n t a i n the ful plays which they made in the gamss
highest s t a n d a r d s of college life, and during the football season."
Zet_js a r t always ready. Do no't fail
to regulate all m a t t e r s of the women
students' conduct not falling directly to let us assist in anything that will
under t h e jurisdiction of t h e faculty. be of benefit for the school.

A i m : The aim of this^organization
is to increase a sense of individual respojisibrll-'cy^co bring to the members
a t various times, subjects t h a t are of
special interest and of importance to
college women! also to maintain good
government and foster virtues of selfcontrol, courtesy, co-operation and obedience to law and authority.
The officers for the year have been
elected a s follows: Josie McCoy, president ; Alda Newsome, vice-president;
I r e n e Burrell, secretary, and V. F .
Chaplin, treasurer.
The Council t h u s far has given two
open house socials in the dormitory.
T h e reception and sorority rooms were
used for entertaining. T h e group participated in card playing and dancing.
Afterwards t h e guests wea-e served
with a delicious repast of cookies and
punch. A good time was reported by
all who attended.
On last Sunday afternoon several of
the young women volunteered and presented a musical program consisting
of Christmas carols and classics.
The organization is wide awake,
iit f r o m
and ready t o render i t s services a t
geftihg. any time for thj__ uplift of the college.
Irene,.Burrell, '35.
is

A. & T. COACHES

The Voice of the Skull
Did Alexander Corbett, Jr., enjoy
the Thanksgiving holidays, or did he
didn't?—well, ask the Skull.
Beatrice
Jones
has
cast
her
enticing, overwhelming, superfeminine
powers over the following persons within the last few weeks. The victims
a r e : Richard Wooten, Robert Brent,
Vernal Caviness, and another who w a s
first—Larry
II. Robinson.
We wonder why Margaret Snipes
eliminates basketball practice to see
"Evelyn Prentice" in the absence of
Stan Ward, with all of his other dates
he cancelled for her. Ask Witherspoon.

ELLA EDWARDS, '37, Reporter.

HORTICULTURAL FIELD SURVEY
Through the efforts of Andrew
Scales, t h e Horticultural Class under
the instruction of Prof. A. W. Curtis
was able to study a large collection of
plants at the home of Mhs. Cone.
Through this field study of plants in
their beautiful colors and their n a t u r a l
growth the student became familiar
with plants from n scientific point of

AG. FROSH
T h e freshman class of the Agricultural department of A. & T. College
held its first meeting on October 23,
1934. T h e officials were elected and
work of this year 1934-35 w a s planned.
T h e officials were elected as fo 1 1 ^'*.:
President, Wiley P a y t o n ;

ATTRACTIONS

ARCHONIAN CLUB
May your holidays and t h e days to
come be filled with joy and happiness.
The Archonian Club held its first
initiation of the quarter- on Saturday
evening, November 24. T h e new members are Esther Baker, Rose Dawson,
R u t h McCorvell, Nanie McLean, and
Amelia Stanford.
After the initiation we were entertained by t h e Zeta P h i Beta sorority
and the members of the Crescent Club.
The evening was enjoyed by all.
N. A. McLean, Reporter, '38.
ALPHA P H I ALPHA
Bata Epsilon joins with the other
chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha in regretting the loss of Charles Henry
Chapman, who died of nephritis at the
Florida A. and M. College Saturday,
November 17. The five surviving Jewel
members of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, of which Chapman was one of the
founders, planned to attend the exercises in a body. It was at Cornell University that the deceased, sensing the
need for the forming of a fraternity
which would perpetuate "manly deeds,
scholarship and love foi mankind," allied himself with the other studentsr

I wonidejr w h a t t h i s "Elimination
Flame"
means
that
Lena
Mae
Johnson is spreading on t h e campus.
Victims: Stan Ward, Charlie McCoy,
Sandy McLendon, and Billy Wallace.
W h a t feminine power!

ROGERS, LINE COACH

BREAUX, HEAD COACH

I don't see why Robert B r e n t doesn't make up his mind and decide .between Bernice Carney and La Verne
Jones.

A r t h u r Fisher lost another one of
O. THOMAS SPEAKS
h
i
s
twelve lives Thanksgiving, due to
AT CHAPEL EXERCISES
the social tact of Harvey H a r g r a v e s .
(Continued from Page One)
the country three years to learn the
I strain my brains in deep wonder
need of a new deal in government and as to why Ella E d w a r d s
always
social planning.
Apd after
t h r e e sings, "Lost in a F o g - and "I N e v e r 4
ye!ii- s most ui^_ i » i ."_eRoniinational sys- H a d a Chance." H e r theme song is
tems have not awakened to the fact "Out in the Cold Again."
t h a t this is a new era. "To become
Since the new building (Pheiffer
a p a r t of this era," he said, "we must Hall) has been erected, many of t h e
make our contributions to industry and A. & T. fellows have either fallen in
to business." We m u s t be restless and love with the new dorm or with new
stop putting all of our cultural men girls. (Stick to Kent Hall.)
in white collar jobs but m u s t learn
to work. "The Negro's education w a s
Mary Humbles finds i t - m o r e intera failure from t h e s t a r t , " he said, "but esting to play all of the fellows t h a n
this new era has given t h e students of to win Garrett Laws.
today a chance to show real creative
imagination.
Anyone who is thinking
T h e airplane soars from city to city,
today realizes t h a t we need a new the dollar from man to man, the bee
deal in education. Instead of teach- from flower to flower, but Henry Scaring t h e law of diminishing returns, lett says you can't go from cousin to
we must teach our people how to cousin. H e tried it.
keep the r e t u r n s from diminishing,"
he said. He gave an example of how
Robert Ilaith, the bard-hearted l
the Negroes in A t l a n t a spent $8,000,- is now
doing "Feminine Rese,
000 yearly with chain stores without a Work."
chance of being employed. " J u s t as
MU PSI
example of our individual surviving
Hello, everybody!
Kermit McNair takes up where John
economic system," be said. I n conThis is the Mu Phi chapter of t h e
T. Speller left off and 50 others. Evicluding, he said, "Like the Jews, we
dently Helen Biggers lias personality
Omega Psi Phi fraternity extending
must get away from individual sur- plus—par.
our best wishes to the President, Facviving and take up group arrival, and
ulty, and members of the A. & T. Colwe must depend on t h e present genlege for a Merry Christmas and a
Sam Kennedy decides t h a t Pheiffer
eration to promote this idea in a
Happy and Successful New Year. We
and Jones halls are" not the places for
competitive c i v i l i z a t i o n . "
a r e proud to say t h a t Mu Psi has had
him, so he takes Kent hall and is very
*
. f.—*
' •—
a very successful M________" in mosjt^ever}1well pleased with Miss Ophelia Bowe.
SENIORS SPONSOR FAIR
S§Sj?g_^, Aitiiougn we have not done
AT MOUNT ZION SCHOOL
all the things t h a t we had outlined
J a m e s Weddingtoil is really in for
to do, we feel t h a t the things t h a t
Miss Melba Lee because lie showed
(Continued from Page One)
we have done, we have done well.
Prof. W. A. Curtis, Jr., delivevred the it a t t h e Matinee Dance.
We met with much success in our Ne- main address. Prof. C. L. Spellman and
Mae Smith is still trying to win the
gro Achievement Week p r o g r a m ; with Prof. W. T. Gibbs, all faculty members
inspiring lectures given by
faculty of A. and T. College, made short talks. heart Of Shute, but she doesn't know
brothers Jones and Wise. I know t h a t
Mrs. Beatrice Coles Jeans, worker of t h a t Lavinia H a r g r a v e s has an option
everyone has a better concept of what Guilford County; Mrs. M. C. Faulkner, on it.
the Negro is doing ami can do. T h i s former supervisor of Guilford County,
Isaac Johnson plays more than his
is only one of the group programs and Mr. James Morris, president of the
cornet
these days, because he is seen
t h a t Mu Psi will offer during the year. Parent-Teachers' Association of Mt.
with Gwyn Johnson.
I t is obvious t h a t the "Q C's" a r e Zion community, gave short talks.
The fair was sponsored by W. C. Davplaying au important p a r t in every
Boston Richardson steals a march
activity of t h e college. In athletics enport and G. C. Baugham, seniors at on the student body by letting his
such as football we were represented A. and T. College, who are doing their h e a r t flutter for the beautiful
Miss
by brothers Burton, Burnett, Shute, practice teaching at Mt. Zion school.
Neale, who is a co-ed at Tenneseee
Copening, Ward, and Kennedy. I n dra-*-.
State.
Buying Shoes
matics we have brother Gordon. In
»+*
'
• •.• H the shoe io sproperly made for
other activities, such a s band, Y. M.
Nursery
Starteid
on
Campus
C. A., and Sunday school, we have your foot the weight will be shifted in
Our agricultural department is exthe. progress of the step from the heel
ample representatives.
to- t h e little toe and then to the big panding rapidly. We are pleased to
Now, as a word to the brothers, retoe. If the weight goes directly from have the greenhouses again in operamember t h a t "Victory crowns the conthe heel to the big toe it is best not to tion in connection with the horticulture
tinuous laborer." No one can expect
buy the shoe.
department. A nursery is also being
to win without labor. We are hoping
-f-.
started on the campus. I t contains a
t h a t with this thought in mind, each
Molasses
great variety of practical and ornamenand every one of us can "boast on t h e
Molasses will not stick to the measur- tal shrubbery. This is the first time
glory of victory oyer a q u a r t e r of toil,
ing cup if that container is first greaseo the college has ever had a high-class
trials and tribulation when the last
with butter or lard.
nursery.
exam gong is bounded.
WA
R. E. Brent, Reporter.

who were interested in such a project,
and together organized the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, the oldest and largest Greek letter organizations in the
world.
We are indeed very glad to welcome
tlire new .-lombers to the facij»g8^iff,
in person of Dr. C. H. Mills, Prof. A.
W. Curtis, Jr., and Prof. A. R. Brooks.
With the coming and going of persons
mentioned above, we look around us and
find that in a sense we will be losing
the services of W. C. Davenport, H. M.
Hargrave, C. S. Finney, B. E. Elliot,
H. M. Bass, A. W. Fisher, D. H. Banks,
and one new member who has just
joined the folds of the fraternity, J. W.
Dillard.
Nearing the end of the quarter, we
realize that the reward will be in proportion to the interest that the students have put into their work.
To each an J every student we are
wishing a merry .Christmas and the
brightest outlook for a happy New Year.
H. M. HARGRAVE, '35,
W. C. DAVENPORT, '35.

HAIL! THE GANG'S ALL HERE
The Lampodas Club a r e again speaking to you from the Mu Psi chapter
a t A. & T. College, through the Register, after a period of silence.
Due to t h e mab scramble of getting
adjusted during the first of the quarter
we were unable to present to you the
much peppered up news of our club.
B a n g ! We are off with a good start.
W h a t is there to stop us with our
spirit, and enthusiasm, short of our
goal?
It is with a feeling of sorrow t h a t
we give up b u r well beloved brothers,
Shute. Copening, Richards, Carroll,
and Gorden; but due to t h e excellency of these men's records and fighting spirits they are now within one
step . of the long-fought-for goal.
"The. rjice is not" to t h e stronf but
to the or.e t h a t endureth to t h e end."
. Fight," Lamps, a n d , the worlu shall
.bow down before thee.
D, Club Editor.

£

JESSE

Merry Christmas
Buy Your Gifts From Us
HOSIERY
59c—69c—89c
MEN'S SOCKS
15c to 35c pair
All Fall Shoes Now Reduced

Merit Shoe Co.
OPPOSITE OLD POST OFFICE

